SCC TITAN
SCC POCKET

TRANSFORMS YOUR SMARTPHONE INTO A PERSONAL C2 APPLICATION WITH AES 256 ENCRYPTION

SCC Pocket provides a tracking and emergency alert capability through IPhone and Android handsets.
The App allows for information such as positional data, messages and alerts to be presented in real time on the
SCC Platform. This enables commanders to quickly identify the exact location and status of personnel and to make timely
command & control decisions.
Tracking
SCC Pocket tracker will send accurate, encrypted position updates, alarms and text messages back to the SCC Platform.
For personal privacy, tracking can be easily switched off when it is not required.
Emergency Alert
When the Emergency Alert is activated a near real time notifi cation will appear in the form of an audible and visual alert on
the SCC Platform. An individual’s location will update every 15 seconds and their status can be rapidly assessed and an
effective response initiated. Notification of an alarm is also automatically forwarded by SMS and e-mail to nominated
recipients in your organisation.
Encrypted Text Messaging
The application provides 2-way secure text messaging between the smartphone andthe SCC Platform and to other devices.
A new advanced address book allows selection of individuals or groups with theclick of a button.
Heartbeat
If the user turns tracking off, they still have the option to send a ‘Heartbeat’ message every day.
This will allow the operations room to know the emergency button is still operational.
AES 256 Security
Each App can be set with individual encryption keys which are identical to the SCC Platform key. Using this
App in a Track24 in premises server installation adds more secutity as it avoids communicating through the cloud.

*MilDef reserves the right to update the information at any time without notice
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Poll
If the App’s tracking mode is switched off, the SCC Platform can still send a ‘Poll’ command. This commands the App to
send back its current position which can be useful for locating a user’s current location in an emergency.
The poll feature can be turned off or locked if required.
Specifications
The application is compatible with the latest mobile operating systems on iPhone and Android, and can be downloaded from
the relevant online stores.
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THE SCC POCKET APP CONNECTS INTO THE SCC PLATFORM, ENHANCING SITUATIONAL AWARENESS AND C2
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